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ADELAIDE, MONDAY, 1 DECEMBER 2008

TRADE STANDARDS ACT 1979
Declaration of Dangerous Goods—Revocation Notice
WHEREAS declarations of dangerous goods have variously been
made for specified goods pursuant to section 25 of the Trade
Standards Act 1979, take note that I, Gail Gago, Minister for
Consumer Affairs, hereby vary or revoke the previous declarations
named in the Schedules below, pursuant to section 25 (1) (c) of
the Trade Standards Act 1979.
I am satisfied that a declaration pursuant to section 25 (2) is no
longer necessary for those goods named below in Schedule 1 as
the matter is now dealt with in section 9B of the Summary
Offences Act 1953 and I revoke previous declarations for those
goods named in Schedule 1 below:
SCHEDULE 1
Objects including but not limited to ice pipes, that are used,
intended for use, or designed for use, in smoking or inhaling
into the human body, methamphetamine crystals, also known by
other names including ice and crystal meth.
And;
I am satisfied that pursuant to section 25 (2) of the Trade
Standards Act 1979, it is more appropriate that those matters
named below in Schedule 2 be now dealt with by adopting
commonwealth consumer product safety standards in Schedule 2
of the Trade Standards Regulations 2000 and I revoke previous
declarations for those goods named in Schedule 2 below:
SCHEDULE 2
Balloon-blowing kits which comprise a tube containing a
compound of acetone, ethyl acetate, polyvinyl acetate or
benzene; and

Goods that are Hot Water Bottles that do not comply with the
provisions of British Standard BS 1970:2006, ‘Hot water bottles
manufactured from rubber and PVC-Specification’ published by
the British Standards Institution, which came into effect on 31
October 2006.
And;
I am satisfied that pursuant to section 25 (1) (c) of the Trade
Standards Act 1979, a declaration of dangerous goods is no longer
necessary and I revoke previous declarations for those goods
named in Schedule 3 below:
SCHEDULE 3
A floating swimming pool safety alarm marketed as
‘Aqualarm’.
Confetti partly or wholly consisting of non-biodegradable
particles which may present an inhalation hazard including
goods known as ‘foil confetti’.
Novelty toy mobile telephones incorporating a cigarette
lighter:
Panzer brand rotary hammer 26 mm
International brand electro bohrhammer
Panzer brand orbital sander 93 mm
Panzer brand angle grinder 100 mm
Panzer brand impact drill 13 mm.
A toy consisting of a hollow disc, enclosing a power and a
light source, with two pieces of string passing through holes in
the centre of the disc and connected to each other, such that the
disk may be spun at right angles to the string between the hands
along the same axis towards each other and then apart and
includes the class of goods known as Space Saucer.
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A ball point pen consisting of a pen and cap both of which are
made of plastic the pen being of triangular cross-section bearing
markings resembling those of a clinical thermometer and other
markings including the words ‘St Valentine’ the cap being
designed and constructed to fit over the ball point of the pen and
to be detachable.
Those models of the toy cap gun marketed as ‘Super Cap
Gun’, which lack a blocking plug securely affixed into the end
of the barrel so that the emissions upon detonation of
projectiles, particles or other objects from the barrel is
prevented.
‘Tommee Tippee Cuddle-Sak’ infant cushion and other
cushions loosely filled with plastic foam beads manufactured
for use by children under one year of age.
The revocation or variation of the declaration of dangerous
goods named in the Schedules above shall take effect on
publication of this notice.
Dated 12 November 2008.
GAIL GAGO, Minister for Consumer Affairs
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